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The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by jerusalemsexaddict - 01 Oct 2009 18:33
_____________________________________

Presenting GYE's official happy pick-me-up thread!!!!!  

Pictures that will make you smile ;D and laugh  :D        

www.poster.net/hollist-mike/hollist-mike-hair-raising-experience-8500363.jpg

ihasahotdog.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/funny-dog-pictures-this-dog-wants-three-hotdogs.jpg

www.slackers.co.za/uploads/20070712/hilarious.jpg

www.guy-sports.com/fun_pictures/car_cross_only.jpg

www.guy-sports.com/fun_pictures/road_surprises.jpg

1.bp.blogspot.com/_B7iJN32O15U/SKZxyE-0QGI/AAAAAAAAAQg/V42NDjI7vZU/s400/2261-C
ool+Funny+Pictures+-+Photos+-+Hilarious+-+Humor+-+Images+-+.jpg

s-fun.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/10/327.jpg

 

Some funny quotes    

"Why does Sea World have a seafood restaurant?? I'm halfway through my fish burger and I
realize, Oh man....I could be eating a slow learner."

"I'm in no condition to drive...wait! I shouldn't listen to myself, I'm drunk!" -Homer J. Simpson

"I do not like broccoli. And I haven't liked it since I was a little kid and my mother made me eat it.
And I'm President of the United States and I'm not going to eat any more broccoli." -George
Bush.
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"You have to stay in shape. My grandmother, she started walking five miles a day when she
was 60. She's 97 today and we don't know where the heck she is."

"The pen is mightier than the sword, and considerably easier to write with."

"Sometimes I lie awake at night, and I ask, 'Where have I gone wrong?' Then a voice says to
me, 'This is going to take more than one night.' "

"On my first day in New York a guy asked me if I knew where Central Park was. When I told him
I didn't he said, 'Do you mind if I mug you here?'."

A joke    

1)A young Jewish man was visiting a psychiatrist, hoping to cure his eating and sleeping
disorder. "Every thought I have turns to my mother," he told the psychiatrist. "As soon as I fall
asleep and begin to dream, everyone in my dream turns into my mother. I wake up so upset
that all I can do is go downstairs and eat a piece of toast."

The psychiatrist replied, "What, just one piece of toast for a big boy like you?"

Feel free to add anything that will pick the oylam up! 

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 28 Nov 2018 22:46
_____________________________________
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Here’s another for stillgoing to pick his brain on:

How do you think the unthinkable?
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 28 Nov 2018 22:54
_____________________________________

... Good luck making that one lomdish...

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by stillgoing - 28 Nov 2018 22:57
_____________________________________

tzitzis dude wrote on 28 Nov 2018 22:46:

Here’s another for stillgoing to pick his brain on:

How do you think the unthinkable?
Warning: Spoiler!
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I don't sink that simple lines need an explanation. This is obviously a reference to the yetzer
Harah who approaches us with a simple request to "just think" about this  "clean" person or
other, when in reality there is double meaning in everything that he says and instead of thinking
we quickly start sinking  

down

     down

               down  

                            to places where even the t'chalet fish won't dare to swim......
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Markz - 28 Nov 2018 23:34
_____________________________________

Tzitzit Dude
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You should apply for a site wide pass so you can get out of this depressed place and start your
own thread

Applications are being processed and turnaround time is approx 4-5 months

Hatzlacha

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by i-man - 29 Nov 2018 00:44
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 28 Nov 2018 23:34:

Tzitzit Dude

You should apply for a site wide pass so you can get out of this depressed place and start your
own thread

Applications are being processed and turnaround time is approx 4-5 months

Hatzlacha

I dont know if youve heard Markz but they upped the security on the border recently...

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Markz - 29 Nov 2018 04:46
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_____________________________________

i-man wrote on 29 Nov 2018 00:44:

Markz wrote on 28 Nov 2018 23:34:

Tzitzit Dude

You should apply for a site wide pass so you can get out of this depressed place and start your
own thread

Applications are being processed and turnaround time is approx 4-5 months

Hatzlacha

I dont know if youve heard Markz but they upped the security on the border recently...

Not where I live

Markzicö

========================================================================
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====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 29 Nov 2018 20:48
_____________________________________

Hey Markz, I really appreciate your belief in my ability to start my own thread.

Only thing is, though, how do I get the satisfaction of hijacking other people’s threads???

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Markz - 30 Nov 2018 01:43
_____________________________________

tzitzis dude wrote on 29 Nov 2018 20:48:

Hey Markz, I really appreciate your belief in my ability to start my own thread.

Only thing is, though, how do I get the satisfaction of hijacking other people’s threads???
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I'll start a new thread called 

"The tale of my Tallis, dudes"

Tzitzis Dude can hijack that one!

Deal?

Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 02 Dec 2018 18:13
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 05 Dec 2018 18:34
_____________________________________
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Funny you mention (in your “spoiler”) getting married and stuff, cuz I actually got married just
over 3 months ago, ???, and am still going strong, ???! 

Most of the credit goes to GYE, of course, but I also gotta give credit where credit is due, so
shout-out to my...
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 08 Dec 2018 20:44
_____________________________________

A Nanach and a Brisker go to sleep in the same room. You hear...

”Na”.

“Sh”.

”Na-nach”.

”Sshhh”.

“Na-nach-nachman”.
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”SSSSHHHHH!!!!!”

“NA-NACH-NACHMAN ME-UMAN!!!!!!”

”Sh... ssshhhmmmmm... ssshhhhhmmmaaaaaa...”

(it’s better if you hear it, so maybe try sounding it out yourself)

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by stillgoing - 12 Dec 2018 21:48
_____________________________________

Which guy was you? :-) 
Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by tzitzis dude - 08 Jan 2019 18:55
_____________________________________

Yeshivish Shailah of the century:

How much tsu could a Tsu-shtell shtell, if a Tsu-shtell could shtell tsu?

And for the answer...
Warning: Spoiler!

50 points if you were ????.
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========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by Markz - 09 Jan 2019 04:22
_____________________________________

tzitzis dude wrote on 08 Jan 2019 18:55:

Yeshivish Shailah of the century:

How much tsu could a Tsu-shtell shtell, if a Tsu-shtell could shtell tsu?

And for the answer...
Warning: Spoiler!
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50 points if you were ????.

How does a Litvak pronounce your name? He can shtell tzu

Warning: Spoiler!

 

========================================================================
====

Re: The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
Posted by newaction - 09 Jan 2019 09:55
_____________________________________

I heard about this man that goes to a store to buy a parachute ,

"how does it work ?" he asks , the clerk explains to him that he has to pull from the string . "and
what if it doesn't work ? "  the man asks , 

- "then you pull from this other string" replies the clerk.

- "and what if that other string does not work ?"

- " no worries come back and we will replace it for you ".  

========================================================================
====
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